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WHEN DO TWO RATIONAL FUNCTIONS HAVE LOCALLY
BIHOLOMORPHIC JULIA SETS?

ROMAIN DUJARDIN, CHARLES FAVRE, AND THOMAS GAUTHIER

Abstract. In this article we address the following question, whose interest was re-
cently renewed by problems arising in arithmetic dynamics: under which conditions
does there exist a local biholomorphism between the Julia sets of two given one-
dimensional rational maps? In particular we find criteria ensuring that such a local
isomorphism is induced by an algebraic correspondence. This extends and unifies clas-
sical results due to Baker, Beardon, Eremenko, Levin, Przytycki and others. The proof
involves entire curves and positive currents.

1. Introduction

The problem of determining when two rational maps have the same Julia set has been
considered by many authors in the holomorphic dynamics literature [1, 3, 9, 14, 21, 22, 37],
in relation with some classical functional equations. In certain situations (e.g., if the
Julia set is the whole sphere), it is preferable to ask when two rational maps have the
same measure of maximal entropy. The conclusion is that these rational maps satisfy an
algebraic relation whose analysis is quite delicate (this was explored in [30, 41]). Such
rigidity issues have recently played an important role in arithmetic dynamics (see e.g.,
[2, 17, 19], and also Remark 1.1 below).

In this article we consider the following problem: is any local biholomorphism preserv-
ing the Julia set (or the measure of maximal entropy) induced by an algebraic correspon-
dence? The case of polynomials of the same degree with connected and locally connected
Julia sets was recently addressed by Luo [24]. Here we deal with general rational maps,
possibly of different degrees, and obtain a rather satisfactory answer when the maximal
entropy measure is (quasi-)preserved (Theorem A). We are also able to completely solve
the problem for polynomials satisfying some mild expansion properties on their Julia
sets (Theorem B; see also Remark 4.3 for a discussion of the relationship between our
results and those of [24]). Related results were obtained in [6, 20, 23], under the stronger
assumption of the existence of a partial analytic conjugacy.

To be more specific, for a complex rational map f of degree d ě 2, we denote by
Jf Ă P1 its Julia set and by µf its measure of maximal entropy. It is the unique atomless
probability measure such that f›µf “ dµf . Following the terminology of [17], we say
that f is integrable if it is either a Chebychev, monomial, or Lattès map. Likewise, we
say that Jf is smooth if it is equal to P1, a circle, or a segment. Any integrable rational
map has a smooth Julia set, but there are many more examples (see e.g. [15]).

Given two positive measures µ1 and µ2, we write µ1 — µ2 if c´1µ2 ď µ1 ď cµ2 for
some positive constant c. In other words, µ1 is absolutely continuous with respect to µ2
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and c´1 ď
dµ1
dµ2

ď c. We use the more precise notation µ1 —c µ2 if there is a need to
specify the constant c. We also write µ1∝µ2 if µ1 is proportional to µ2, that is, if there
exists α ą 0 such that µ1 “ αµ2.

Here is our first main result:

Theorem A. Let f1 and f2 be non-integrable rational maps of degree larger than 1,
and U be any open subset of P1 intersecting Jf1. Let σ : U Ñ P1 be any non-constant
holomorphic map satisfying σ›µf2 — µf1 on U . When Jf1 is smooth we further require
that σ›µf2∝µf1.

Suppose in addition that there exists a repelling periodic point p1 for f1 such that σpp1q

is preperiodic under f2.
Then there exist positive integers a, b P N˚ and an irreducible algebraic curve Z Ă

P1 ˆ P1 which is preperiodic under pfa1 , f
b
2q and contains the graph of σ.

In particular we have that da1 “ db2, and σ
›µf2∝µf1 in all cases.

In plain words, the local measure class preserving morphism σ between Jf1 and Jf2 is
induced by an algebraic correspondence between f1 and f2. It is easy to see that such a
result cannot be true in the integrable case (see Remark 2.13).

Preperiodic algebraic curves under pf1, f2q in P1ˆP1 were classified by Pakovich [29]:
the upshot is that for any such curve there exists rational functions X1, X2, Y1, Y2 such
that the curve is a component of Y1pxq ´ Y2pyq “ 0, Y1 ˝ X1 “ Y2 ˝ X2, X1 ˝ Y1 “ fn1
and X2 ˝ Y2 “ fn2 . If f “ f1 “ f2 is a generic map of degree d ě 3, this curve must be a
component of

 

fkpxq “ f `pyq
(

(see [31, 41]). We conclude that in this case any algebraic
correspondence is induced by a branch of f´` ˝ fk. In the polynomial case, more precise
results were obtained in [26].

The proof of Theorem A is given in Section 2. A natural strategy to establish such
a result is to use the expansion induced by the repelling point p1 to propagate the
local morphism σ to the whole of P1. The difficulty is that the limiting objects will
be transcendental and highly multivalued. Our approach is geometric and based on
entire curves and positive currents: notable ingredients include the Ahlfors Five Islands
Theorem (in its strong, quantitative form) and Siu’s decomposition theorem for positive
closed currents.

Another key tool in the proof is a deep rigidity theorem due to Levin [21], which as-
serts that, for a given rational map f , there are in a sense only finitely many nontrivial
local symmetries of Jf defined in a fixed open set U intersecting Jf (see §2.2 for de-
tails). A posteriori, Theorem A may be viewed as a refinement of Levin’s theorem: these
symmetries are local branches of some global algebraic symmetry of f .

Note that the notion of local symmetry in Levin’s theorem is less restrictive than
ours: for a non-smooth Julia set it is just a local holomorphic map such that σ´1pJf q X
U “ Jf X U . In view of this, it is natural to expect that, for non-smooth Julia sets,
the assumption that σ preserves the measure class of the maximal entropy measure is
superfluous in Theorem A (see Remark 3.4 for a related discussion). More ambitiously,
we may ask the following:
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Problem. Let f1 and f2 be non-integrable rational maps, and σ be a holomorphic map
defined in some open set U intersecting Jf1 , such that the equality σ´1pJf2qXU “ Jf1XU
holds if Jf1 is not smooth, and σ›µf2 — µf1 when Jf1 is smooth.

Then is σ induced by an algebraic correspondence between f1 and f2?

In Sections 3, 4, and 5 we take some further steps towards the resolution of this prob-
lem. We first prove that the assumption that σ maps a repelling point to a preperiodic
point can be dropped under suitable expansion properties for f1 and f2. Indeed, in this
case the geometry of the Julia set (resp. of µf ) alone is enough to detect preperiodic
points (see Section 3, and in particular Corollary 3.2, for details).

For polynomials, by using the fact that the maximal entropy measure coincides with the
harmonic measure of the Julia set (viewed from infinity), we are able to show that, under
reasonable assumptions, the measure class preservation σ›µf2 — µf1 is automatically
implied by the geometric condition σ´1pJf2q XU “ Jf1 XU . Some non-trivial potential-
theoretic arguments are developed in Section 4 to deal with the delicate interplay between
the local and global properties of the harmonic measure.

In Section 5, we deal with one specific issue concerning polynomial Julia sets that are
Jordan curves: how to make locally the distinction between the inside and the outside of
Jf? As a matter of fact, in Proposition 5.1 we prove that if f1 and f2 are polynomials
whose Julia sets are non-smooth Jordan curves, there does not exist a local biholomor-
phism mapping J1 to J2 and mapping the bounded component of CzJ1 to the bounded
component of CzJ2. This is particularly delicate for quasicircles, which have no preferred
side from the conformal point of view

Combining this to the results of Section 3 yields the following streamlined version
of Theorem A, which solves the above problem for polynomials satisfying the so-called
Topological Collet-Eckmann (TCE) condition (see Section 3 for this notion; Theorem B
is proven in Section 4).

Theorem B. Let f1 and f2 be polynomials, such that either of f1 or f2 is non-integrable
and satisfies the Topological Collet-Eckmann property. Let σ be a holomorphic map de-
fined in some open set U intersecting Jf1, such that the equality σ´1pJf2q XU “ Jf1 XU
holds. Then σ is induced by an algebraic correspondence between f1 and f2.

Remark 1.1. Our investigations were partially motivated by a question that arose in
the work of the first two authors on the dynamical Manin-Mumford problem for plane
polynomial automorphisms [12]. The context is as follows:

Suppose f is a complex plane polynomial automorphisms of positive entropy, and let p
be any hyperbolic fixed point. Suppose moreover that there exists a local biholomorphism
σ from the stable manifold of p to its unstable manifold that maps the backward invariant
current to the forward invariant current (these objects are higher dimensional analogs of
the maximal entropy measure). Showing that σ extends as a global algebraic involution
of C2 would imply [12, Conjecture 1]; see Remark 4.4 of op.cit. �

Acknowledgements. Nessim Sibony sadly passed away while we were preparing this
paper. He was a great promoter of the use of positive currents in holomorphic dynamics,
and we dedicate this paper to his memory. We extend our thanks to Alano Ancona,
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Guy David and Pascale Roesch for useful conversations. The third author is partially
supported by the ANR grant Fatou ANR-17-CE40-0002-01.

2. Proof of Theorem A

2.1. Notation and conventions. Any positive measure µ on P1 can be locally defined
by µ “ ddcu for some subharmonic function u. We say that µ has continuous potentials
when u is continuous. Let f : U Ñ P1 be any holomorphic map defined on a connected
open subset of the Riemann sphere. For any positive measure µ “ ddcu as before, we
locally define f›µ by f›µ “ ddcpu ˝ fq. Alternatively, if µ gives no mass to points, we
may set

f›µ|A “
´

f |´1
fpAq

¯

›
µ

on any Borel set A on which f is injective.
When two rational maps f1 and f2 are given, to ease notation we often write µi for

µfi , and likewise Ji for the Julia sets, etc.
We use the notation Dpz, rq for the open disk of center z P C and radius r in C, write

D “ Dp0, 1q and identify BD with S1 “ R{Z. Likewise, Bpz, rq refers to the spherical
disk of center z and radius r in P1. We often denote by C a “constant” which may change
from line to line, independently of some asymptotic quantity which should be clear from
the context, and write a À b for a ď Cb and a — b for C´1b ď a ď Cb.

2.2. Levin’s theorem. By definition the Julia set of a rational map f is said to be
smooth if it contains an open set or if on some open subset it coincides with a smooth
arc. In this case it was proved by Fatou that Jf is respectively equal to P1, or it is a
circle or a segment (see [16, §56 p. 250]).

Theorem 2.1 (Levin [21]). Let f be a rational map of degree greater than 1. Suppose
there exists a connected open set U Ă P1 intersecting Jf and an infinite family of holo-
morphic maps σn : U Ñ P1 such that σ´1

n pJf q XU “ Jf XU . If in addition Jf is smooth
we require that σ›nµf ∝µf .

If the family pσnq is normal and all its limit functions are non-constant, then f is
integrable.

In the following, we will refer to a local map σ satisfying these assumptions simply
as a local symmetry of Jf . Let us also pinpoint an intermediate step in the proof of
Theorem 2.1 which will also be useful.

Lemma 2.2 (see [21, Proposition 1]). Let p be a repelling fixed point of the rational
map f . Assume that σ : U Ñ P1 is a holomorphic map fixing p such that σ1ppq ‰ 0 and
σ´1pJf q X U “ Jf X U ; if in addition Jf is smooth we further require that σ›µf ∝ µf .
Then σ and f commute.

2.3. A normal families lemma. The normality assumption in Levin’s theorem will be
deduced from a uniform bound on the Radon-Nikodym derivative dσ›nµf

dµf
, thanks to the

following normal families criterion.
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Lemma 2.3. Let U Ă P1 be a connected open set, ν1 a non-zero positive measure on U
and ν2 a positive measure on P1 with continuous local potentials. If σn is a sequence of
holomorphic mappings U Ñ P1 such that pσnq›ν2 —c ν1 for some uniform c ą 0, then
pσnq is a normal family and all its limiting maps are non-constant.

From Lemma 2.3 and Levin’s theorem we get:

Corollary 2.4. Let f be a non-integrable rational map of degree greater than 1, and pσnq
be a sequence of local symmetries of Jf as in Theorem 2.1. If in addition pσnq›µ —c µ
for some uniform c ą 0, then the family pσnq is finite.

Proof of Lemma 2.3. We may assume that U is a disk. Note that our assumption implies
that ν2 gives no mass to points, so neither does ν1 on U .

For the first assertion, assume by contradiction that pσnq is not normal in U . Then by
the Zalcman reparameterization lemma there exists a sequence panq converging to some
a› P U , a sequence rn Ñ 0 and an extraction nj such that the sequence or meromorphic
functions pζ ÞÑ σnj panj`rnjζqq converges uniformly on compact subsets to a non-constant
entire mapping σ8 : CÑ P1. Since ν2 gives no mass to points there is a regular value of
σ8 in Supppν2q. In particular there is a disk D1 on which σ8 is univalent, together with
a smaller disk D Ť D1 such that ν2pσ8pDqq ą 0. Now σnj is univalent on anj ` rnjD for
large j, and σnj panj ` rnjDq converges to σ8pDq. Therefore if D was further chosen so
that ν2pBpσ8pDqqq “ 0 we infer that

ν1pta
›uq “ lim

n
ν1panj ` rnjDq ě cν2pσ8pDqq ą 0

which is the desired contradiction.
For the second assertion we again argue by contradiction and assume that some sub-

sequence pσnj q converges to a constant a on U . Let ϕ be a non-negative test function
in U such that

ş

ϕdν1 ą 0. Let g1 be a subharmonic potential for ν1 in U and g2 be a
subharmonic potential for ν2 defined in a neighborhood of a. By assumption, we have
ddcpg2 ˝σnq ě c ddcg1. Substracting a constant we may assume that g2paq “ 0. Then we
have

0 ă c

ż

U
ϕddcg1 “

ż

U
ϕddcpg2 ˝ σnq “

ż

U
pg2 ˝ σnq dd

cϕ

and
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ż

U
pg2 ˝ σnq dd

cϕ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď }ϕ}C2pUq }g2 ˝ σn}L8pSupppϕqq

which tends to zero since σnpSupppϕqq converges to tau and g2 is continuous. This
contradiction finishes the proof. �

Remark 2.5. The continuity of the potential of g2 is essential in the second part of the
proof, in particular assuming that ν2 gives no mass to points is not enough to conclude.
Indeed the measure ν “ ddcp´ log | log |z||q gives no mass to points and satisfies pσnq›ν “
ν for σnpzq “ zn, while zn converges uniformly to 0 in a neighborhood of the origin.
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2.4. Algebraization. The core of the proof of Theorem A is the following algebraiza-
tion result, which will later be applied to (generalized) Poincaré-Koenigs linearization
mappings. At this stage we do not claim any invariance for the implied algebraic curve.

Proposition 2.6. Let f1 and f2 be two non-integrable rational maps on P1. Assume
that ψ1 and ψ2 are entire maps C Ñ P1 such that pψ2q

›µf2 — pψ1q
›µf1; if either Jf1 or

Jf2 is smooth then we further require that pψ2q
›µf2 ∝ pψ1q

›µf1. Define the entire map
Ψ : CÑ P1 ˆ P1 by Ψ “ pψ1, ψ2q. Then ΨpCq is an irreducible algebraic curve which is
neither a vertical nor a horizontal line.

Notice that under our assumptions, Jf1 is smooth if and only if Jf2 is also smooth.

Proof. As a preliminary step, let us observe that if ψ1 and ψ2 are rational, then ΨpCq is
an algebraic curve since the transcendence degree of CpT q over C is 1. Another argument
goes by using Remmert’s Proper Mapping Theorem and the GAGA principle. So without
loss of generality we may assume that Ψ is transcendental.
Step 1: construction of inverse branches and geometry of the Ahlfors currents.

Let ωP1 be a Fubini-Study form on P1, normalized by
ş

P1 ωP1 “ 1 and set ω “ π›1ωP1`

π›2ωP1 . For any R ą 0, set

AreapΨpDp0, Rqqq :“

ż

Dp0,Rq
Ψ›ω , and LengthpBΨpDp0, Rqqq :“

ż

BD
|Ψ1pReiθq|ωRdθ.

Since Ψ is transcendental, AreapΨpDp0, Rqqq Ñ 8 when RÑ8. By the Ahlfors isoperi-
metric inequality (see [40, §VI.5] or [5]) there exists a sequence Rj Ñ8 such that

LengthpBΨpDp0, Rjqqq “ o
`

AreapΨpDp0, Rjqqq
˘

.

Any cluster value of the sequence of positive currents

Tj :“
1

AreapΨpDp0, Rjqqq
rΨpDp0, Rjqqs

is by definition an Ahlfors current associated to Ψ. Fix such an Ahlfors current T . Then
T is a positive closed p1, 1q current in P1 ˆ P1 satisfying

ş

T ^ ω “ 1 so there exists
i P t1, 2u such that pπiq›T ‰ 0, or equivalently xrT s, rπ›i ωP1sy ‰ 0, where r¨s denotes the
class in H1,1pP1ˆ P1q and x¨, ¨y is the intersection pairing. Without loss of generality we
may assume i “ 1.

We now apply Ahlfors’ theory of covering surfaces, in the spirit of [4, §7], with an
additional twist inspired from [11]. Fix any integer q ě 5 and consider q disks Di with
disjoint closures, intersecting J1. For every 1 ď i ď q, let NjpDiq be the number of
univalent inverse branches (“good islands”) of ψ1 over Di contained in Dp0, Rjq. We
label the corresponding components of ψ´1

1 pDiq as pΩi,nqně1 in such a way that for
1 ď n ď NjpDiq, Ωi,n Ă Dp0, Rjq. Note that at most one of the Ωi,n contains the origin
so we may assume that 0 R Ωi,n. Then by Ahlfors’ theorem,

q
ÿ

i“1

NjpDiq ě pq ´ 4qAreaP1pψ1pDp0, Rjqqq ´ h LengthP1pψ1pDp0, Rjqqq,

where the area and length are computed with respect to ωP1 , and h is a geometric constant
depending only on the disks Di (see [40, Theorem VI.4]).
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Since

0 ă

ż

pπ1q›T ^ ωP1 “ lim
jÑ8

Areapψ1pDp0, Rjqqq

AreapΨpDp0, Rjqqq

there exists a constant C1 such that for every j,

AreapΨpDp0, Rjqqq ď C1 AreaP1pψ1pDp0, Rjqqq;

in particular ψ1 is transcendental. The number of good islands contained in Dp0, Rjq
whose volume (relative to ω) is at least 1{2 is bounded from above by 2 AreapΨpDp0, Rjqq,
which is itself bounded by 2C1 AreaP1pψ1pDp0, Rjqqq. Let us discard these components
and denote by N 1jpDiq the number of remaining ones. Since these components have
volume bounded by 1{2, by Bishop’s compactness theorem (see, e.g., [11, Lemma 3.5])
they form a normal family. If q was chosen so that q ą 4` 2C1 we infer that

q
ÿ

i“1

N 1jpDiq ě pq ´ 4´ 2C1qAreaP1pψ1pDp0, Rjqqq ´ h LengthP1pψ1pDp0, Rjqqq.

Extract a further subsequence of pRjq (still denoted by pRjq) so that for a fixed i P
t1, . . . , qu

(1) N 1jpDiq ě
q ´ 4´ 2C1

q
AreaP1pψ1pDp0, Rjqqq ´

h

q
LengthP1pψ1pDp0, Rjqqq,

and put D “ Di and Ωn “ Ωi,n. Let

Sj “
1

AreapΨpDp0, Rjqqq

N 1jpDq
ÿ

n“0

rΨpΩnqs

which is a sum of integration currents of graphs over D. By (1), we have that Sj ď Tj
and we may estimate the mass MpSjq :“

ş

Sj ^ ω as follows:

MpSjq ě

ż

Sj^π
›
1ω ě

q ´ 4´ 2C1

q
¨
AreaP1pψ1pDp0, Rjqqq

AreapΨpDp0, Rjqqq
´
h

q
¨
LengthP1pψ1pDp0, Rjqqq

AreapΨpDp0, Rjqqq

hence lim infj MpSjq ě
q´4´2C1

q Mppπ1q›T q ą 0 and any cluster value S of the sequence
pSjq satisfies 0 ă S ď T .

Step 2: using the local symmetries to conclude.
To simplify notation, write µ1 “ µf1 and µ2 “ µf2 . For every n, define

ψ´1
1,n :“ pψ1|Ωnq

´1 : D
„
ÝÑ Ωn

and let σn :“ ψ2 ˝ ψ
´1
1,n. By construction σn is defined in D with values in P1. Writing

ψ›2µ2 “ hψ›1µ1, with c´1 ď h ď c for some c ą 0, we infer that

σ›nµ2 “ pψ1,nq›pψ
›
2µ2q “ pψ1,nq›phψ

›
1µ1q(2)

“

´

h ˝ ψ´1
1,n

¯

pψ1,nq›ψ
›
1µ1 “

´

h ˝ ψ´1
1,n

¯

µ1 —c µ1,

so by Lemma 2.3, pσnq is a normal family and its limiting maps are non-constant.
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Remark 2.7. Note that the normality of the family pσnq was already obtained in Step 1,
so the quasi-preservation of the measure is only used to guarantee that its normal limit
are non-constant.

Now observe that the maps σn give rise to local symmetries of J2: indeed we can pick
a subdisk D1 intersecting J1 on which σ1 is univalent, and define a sequence of local
symmetries of J2 by putting τn “ σn ˝ pσ1|D1q´1. These are holomorphic map from
σ1pD

1q to P1 satisfying the relation τ›nµ2 —c2 µ2, where c is as in (2). If in addition Jf1
and Jf2 are smooth, arguing as in (2) we further deduce that τ›nµ2∝µ2. Thus it follows
from Corollary 2.4 that the family pτnq is finite, hence so does the family pσnq. From this
we infer that the graphs ΨpΩnq are contained in finitely many graphs over D, therefore
Sj is an integration current over a fixed finite union of graphs p∆`q over D, independent
of j, namely Sj “

ř

` s`,jr∆`s. Extracting a converging subsequence, we get a current
S “

ř

s`r∆`s supported on the same family of graphs and from Step 1 we know that
0 ă S ď T . Note that none of these graphs is horizontal because ψ›2µ2 — ψ›1µ1.

With the above notation, fix ` such that s` ą 0. Then T ě s`r∆`s. By Siu’s decom-
position theorem (see [7, (2.18)]) there exists an analytic, hence algebraic, subvariety Γ
of P1 ˆ P1, extending ∆`, such that T ě s`rΓs. Since ∆` Ă ΨpCq by construction and
∆` Ă Γ, by analytic continuation ΨpCq is contained in Γ. Therefore we conclude that
ΨpCq is an algebraic curve, which is obviously irreducible, and which cannot be neither
a vertical line because it contains a graph over the first coordinate, nor a horizontal line
because this graph was shown to be non-horizontal. The proof is complete. �

Remark 2.8. Note that if ψ1 is transcendental, then so does ψ2. Indeed by Proposition 2.6
there exists a polynomial P P Crx, ys such that P pψ1, ψ2q “ 0. If ψ2 is algebraic, it follows
that ψ´1

1 pz1q is finite for any z1 P C which is contradictory.

2.5. Local isomorphisms and Poincaré-Koenigs functions. Let f be a rational
map of degree d ě 2, and p be a repelling fixed point. Denote by λ “ f 1ppq its multi-
plier. Then f is linearizable in a neighborhood of p, consequently there exists a unique
holomorphic map ψpf,pq : C Ñ P1 such that ψpf,pqp0q “ p, ψ1

pf,pqp0q “ 1 and for every
ζ P C,

(3) f ˝ ψpf,pqpζq “ ψpf,pqpλζq.

This map is called the Poincaré-Koenigs linearizing map of f .

Lemma 2.9. Let χ : pC, 0q Ñ pP1, pq be a germ of non-constant holomorphic map satis-
fying the functional equation

(4) f ˝ χpζq “ χpκζq for all ζ P C and some κ P C.

If we have χpζq “ βζ l`Opζ l`1q with l ě 1 and β ‰ 0, then κ` “ λ and χpζq “ ψpf,pqpβζ
`q.

Any function χ satisfying (4) will be referred to as a generalized Poincaré-Koenigs
map.

Proof. The expansion of f ˝ χpζq at the origin together with (4) force λ “ κl. Locally
at 0, ψpf,pq is invertible, so that we may consider the holomorphic germ rχ :“ ψ´1

pf,pq ˝ χ.
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Observe that
rχpκζq “ ψ´1

pf,pq ˝ f ˝ χpζq “ λrχpζq .

Expanding rχ in power series at 0 yields rχpζq “ βζ`. The proof is complete. �

Recall that for two rational maps fi, i “ 1, 2 we write µi “ µfi , Ji “ Jfi , etc.

Proposition 2.10. Let f1 and f2 be two non-integrable rational maps of respective de-
grees d1, d2 ě 2, and U be any connected open set intersecting J1. Suppose σ : U Ñ P1 is a
non-constant holomorphic map sending a repelling fixed point p1 for f1 to a fixed point p2

for f2. Let λ1 and λ2 be the respective multipliers of p1 and p2, and set ` “ degp1pσq ě 1.
Suppose that:

(1) either J2 is not smooth;
(2) or J2 is smooth and σ›pµ2q∝µ1.

Then the point p2 is repelling, and there exist a, b P N˚ such that λa`1 “ λb2 and f b2 ˝ σ “
σ˝fa1 . Moreover, for χ1 “ ψpf1,p1q, χ2 :“ σ˝χ1 extends to a generalized Poincaré-Koenigs
map for f2 satisfying χ´1

1 pJ1q “ χ´1
2 pJ2q.

If in Case (1) we further assume:

(1’) J2 is not smooth and σ›µ2 — µ1

then we have the identities da1 “ db2 and χ›1µ1 — χ›2µ2 (resp. χ›1µ1∝χ›2µ2 in Case (2)).

Remark 2.11. If p1 and p2 are periodic of respective periods m1 and m2, applying this
result to fm1 and fm2 we get a similar conclusion, where the relations become λa`1 “ λb2,
fm2b

2 ˝ σ “ σ ˝ fm1a
1 , and dm1a

1 “ dm2b
2 .

Proof. Choose local coordinates such that p1 “ p2 “ 0 and σpzq “ z` for some ` P N˚.
Fix any `-th root κ2 of λ2. Then we can write

f2 ˝ σpzq “ λ2z
` ` h.o.t. “

˜

κ2z `
ÿ

jě2

ajz
j

¸`

and we set g1pzq :“ κ2z `
ř

jě2 ajz
j so that f2 ˝ σ “ σ ˝ g1. Note that g1 is a local

isomorphism at p1 which locally satisfies g´1
1 pJ1q “ J1 in Case (1) and g›1µ1 ∝ µ1 in

Case (2).
Lemma 2.2 implies that f1 and g1 commute. In the linearizing coordinate of f1, the

map rg1 corresponding to g1 is a local biholomorphism satisfying rg1pλ1ζq “ λ1rg1pζq.
Expanding g1 in power series, and since λ1 is not a root of unity, we obtain that rg1

is linear: rg1pζq “ κ2ζ. The subgroup generated by λ1 and κ2 in C› must be discrete
otherwise by taking sequences pkjq and p`jq such that λkj1 κ

`j
2 Ñ 1 we would create an

infinite normal family of local symmetries of J1 contradicting the fact that f1 is not
integrable. It follows that there is a relation of the form λa1 “ κb2 for some a P N and
b P Zzt0u. Since p2 P J2, |λ2| ě 1 so |κ2| ě 1. Since rg1 has infinite order, κ2 is not a
root of unity so a is positive. This implies that b is positive as well, hence |λ2| ą 1, i.e.
p2 is repelling. Thus we have shown that there is a relation of the form λ`a1 “ λb2, with
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a, b ą 0, as asserted. Back to the initial coordinates, this means that fa1 “ gb1 so that
σ ˝ fa1 “ σ ˝ gb1 “ f b2 ˝ σ.

Now observe that with χ1 “ ψpf1,p1q we have

σ ˝ χ1pλ
a
1ζq “ σ ˝ fa1 pχ1pζqq “ σ ˝ gb1pχ1pζqq “ f b2 ˝ σ ˝ χ1pζq,

hence by Lemma 2.9 locally we have σ ˝ χ1pζq “ ψpf2,p2qpζ
`q. Set χ2pζq :“ ψpf2,p2qpζ

`q,
which by definition is a generalized Poincaré-Koenigs map. Locally near the origin we
have σ ˝ χ1 “ χ2, hence

(5) χ´1
2 pJ2q “ pσ ˝ χ1q

´1pJ2q “ χ´1
1 pσ´1pJ2qq “ χ´1

1 pJ1q.

Since χ2pλ
a
1ζq “ f b2 ˝ χ2pζq, χ´1

2 pJ2q is invariant under multiplication by λa1. The same
holds evidently for χ´1

1 pJ1q, so (5) propagates from a neighborhood of 0 to the whole
complex plane.

Now assume that we are in Case (1’) so that σ›µ2 —c µ1. From the relation fn2 ˝ σ “
σ ˝ gn1 , for all n P N we obtain

dbn2 µ1 —c2 pg
bn
1 q

›µ1,

so that

dan1 µ1 “ pf
an
1 q›µ1 “ pg

bn
1 q

›µ1 —c2 d
bn
2 µ1

which implies that da1 “ db2.
Locally near the origin we have that

(6) χ›2µ2 “ χ›1pσ
›µ2q —c χ

›
1µ1.

It remains to explain why the relation (6) propagates to C. Write Mκpζq :“ κζ, and
define positive measures on C by rµ1 :“ χ›1µ1 and rµ2 :“ χ›2µ2. We have

M›
λa1
rµ1 “ pχ1 ˝Mλa1

q›µ1 “ χ›1pf
›
1µ1q “ da1rµ1,

and likewise, since χ2 ˝Mλa1
“ f b2 ˝ χ2 we get

M›
λa1
rµ2 “M›

λa1
χ›2µ2 “ χ›2pf

b
2q
›µ2 “ db2rµ2 “ da1rµ2.

Therefore rµ1 and rµ2 are positive measures on C satisfying the same relationM›
Λrµi “ Drµi

(for Λ “ λa1 and D “ da1) and such that rµ1 —c rµ2 in some small disk Dp0, rq . Since MΛ

is invertible on C, it follows that rµ1 —c rµ2 globally. Indeed, let A be any Borel set and
let n be so large that M´n

Λ pAq Ă Dp0, rq. Then

rµ2pAq “ Dn
rµ2

`

M´n
Λ pAq

˘

ď cDn
rµ1

`

M´n
Λ pAq

˘

“ crµ1pAq

and similarly for the reverse inequality, so we are done.
In Case (2), repeating the same argument with σ›µ2 ∝ µ1 we arrive at rµ1 ∝ rµ2, and

the proof is complete. �

Remark 2.12. This argument is reminiscent from the work of Ghioca, Nguyen and Ye [19].
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2.6. Conclusion of the proof of Theorem A. Recall that σ : U Ñ P1 is a non-
constant holomorphic map such that σ›µf2 — µf1 (resp. σ›µf2∝µf1 when J1 is smooth),
and σpp1q “ p2 where p1 is a repelling periodic point for f1 and p2 a preperiodic point for
f2. Replacing f1 by a suitable iterate, and σ by fk2 ˝ σ for a suitable k we may suppose
that f1pp1q “ p1 and f2pp2q “ p2. Also we write ` “ degp1pσq.

By Proposition 2.10, the point p2 is repelling and there exist a generalized Poincaré-
Koenigs maps χ1, χ2 associated to pf1, p1q and pf2, p2q such that χ›1µ1 — χ›2µ2. We also
have the relations da1 “ db2 for some a, b P N˚, and

(7) χ1pλ
a
1ζq “ fa1 pχ1pζqq and χ2pλ

a
1ζq “ σ ˝ χ1pλ

a
1ζq “ σ ˝ fa1 ˝ χ1pζq “ f b2pχ1pζqq.

Let Ψ “ pχ1, χ2q : C Ñ P1 ˆ P1 and F “ pfa1 , f
b
2q. By Proposition 2.6, ΨpCq is

an irreducible algebraic curve Z which is neither a horizontal nor a vertical line, and
from (7) we deduce that

F pΨpζqq “ Ψpλa1ζq

so Z is F -invariant.
Now note that the first (resp. second) projection π1 : P1 ˆ P1 Ñ P1 (resp. π2) semi-

conjugates F |Z to f1 (resp. to f2). This implies that the measure of maximal entropy
µ|F is equal to

µF |Z “
1

degpπ1q
π›1µf1 “

1

degpπ2q
π›2µf1

which implies σ›µf2∝µf1 (see e.g., [19] for details). This concludes the proof. �

Remark 2.13. Theorem A fails in the integrable case.
Indeed, let f1 and f2 be arbitrary Lattès maps, associated to finite branched covers

πi : C{Λi Ñ P1, for some lattices Λi i “ 1, 2. Let pi be any point in P1 located outside
the critical value locus of πi. Then there is a local measure preserving isomorphism σ
mapping p1 to p2. Indeed let qi be a lift of pi in C{Λi, q̃i be a lift of qi in C, and
π̃i : pC, q̃iq Ñ pP1, piq the natural germ of biholomorphism. Then pπ̃´1

i q›µi is proportional
to the Haar measure of the torus. Therefore, putting σ “ π̃2 ˝ τ ˝ pπ̃1q

´1, where τ is the
translation mapping q̃1 to q̃2, we get σ›µ2∝µ1.

On the other hand, there is an algebraic correspondence between f1 and f2 when and
only when there is an isogeny between the corresponding elliptic curves C{Λ1 and C{Λ2,
and λa1 “ λb2 for some a, b P N˚ (where λi is the derivative of any lift of fi to C).

An analogous discussion can be made in the monomial case. �

3. Local contractions and preperiodic points

It is natural to expect that pre-repelling points in the Julia set are geometrically
characterized by the existence of a contracting local symmetry. We confirm this intuition
when f satisfies suitable expansion properties on its Julia set, namely when f satisfies
the topological Collet-Eckmann (TCE) condition. This condition can be defined in a
number of equivalent ways, for instance by the following exponential shrinking property:
there exists λ ą 1 and r ą 0 such that for every x P Jf and n P N, every connected
component W of f´npBpx, rqq satisfies DiampW q ď λ´n. We refer to [33] for a thorough
discussion of this notion.
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Theorem 3.1. Let f be a non-integrable rational map satisfying the Topological Collet-
Eckmann condition. Let σ : U Ñ P1 be a non-constant holomorphic map satisfying
σ´1pJf q X U “ Jf X U , and furthermore σ›µf ∝µf if Jf is smooth.

Suppose that there exists p P Jf X U such that σppq “ p and |σ1ppq| ă 1. Then p is
preperiodic to a repelling point.

Proof. Note that it is enough to show that p is preperiodic: indeed for a TCE map all
periodic points on the Julia set are hyperbolic.

To make the main idea more transparent, we sketch a proof under the stronger as-
sumption that f is hyperbolic. Then there exists r ą 0 such that for every n ě 0, there is
a univalent inverse branch f´n of fn on Bpfnppq, 2rq such that f´npfnppqq “ p. Reducing
r if necessary we may assume that Bpp, rq Ť U , where U is the domain of definition of σ.
By the Koebe distortion theorem, f´n has uniformly bounded distortion on Bpfnppq, rq.
Therefore f´npBpfnppq, rqq is up to uniformly bounded distortion a disk centered at p
and of radius rn, where rn decreases exponentially with n. Let now k “ kpnq be the least
integer such that C2pσ1p0qqkr ă rn, where C bounds the distortion of f´n on Bpfnppq, rq
and the distortion of σk on Bpp, rq. Then fn˝σkpnq is a sequence of univalent symmetries
of J defined on Bpp, rq, with derivative at p bounded away from 0 and infinity. Levin’s
theorem entails that this sequence is finite, and we conclude that there exists n1 ă n2

such that fn1ppq “ fn2ppq, as desired.
If f only satisfies the TCE property the argument is similar, except that we can

only map a small neighborhood of p to the large scale with bounded degree and along
a subsequence of integers. More specifically, the TCE condition of [33, p. 31] reads
as follows. There exists a radius r ą 0 and an integer δ such that if Wn denotes the
connected component of f´npBpfnppq, rqq containing p, then there exists a sequence of
integers pnjq of positive lower density such that

deg
`

fnj : Wnj Ñ Bpfnj ppq, rq
˘

ď δ.

We claim that if r is small enough,Wn is simply connected for all n. Then by [34, Lemma
2.1], fnj |Wnj

satisfies some bounded distortion properties.
To prove our claim we make the following observations: first, the local structure of

holomorphic maps shows that there exists r0 “ r0pfq such that for r ď r0, for every p,
every component W of f´1pBpp, rqq is simply connected. Then W is biholomorphic to
a disk in C so by the maximum principle, if U Ă Bpp, rq is a simply connected open set,
f´1pUq XW is simply connected. Next, by the TCE property there exists r1 such that
for every r ď r1, every p P P1 and every n ě 0 and every component Wn of f´npBpp, rqq
has diameter smaller than r0 (see the Backward Lyapunov Stability condition in [33, §5]).
Then the simple connectivity of Wn easily follows by induction.

Reduce r if necessary so that σ is well defined and univalent on Bpp, 2rq, and write
λ :“ |σ1p0q| ă 1. By the Koebe distortion theorem, there exist constants C1 and C2 such
that

B
´

p, C1λ
kr
¯

Ă σkpBpp, rqq Ă B
´

p, C2λ
kr
¯

.

For any 0 ă τ ă 1, denote by Wnpτq the connected component of f´npBpfnppq, τrqq
containing p. To simplify notation we write W 1

n “Wnp1{2q.
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Pick α ă 1, and let k “ kpnjq be the least integer such that λkr ď αDiampW 1
nj
q.

Then αDiampW 1
nj
q ď λk´1r, and we get

B
´

p, αλC1 DiampW 1
nj
q

¯

Ă σkpBpp, rqq Ă B
´

p, αC2 DiampW 1
nj
q

¯

Now, by [34, Lemma 2.1 (2.3)], we have B pp, αC2 DiampW 1
nqq Ă W 1

n when α small
enough, independently on n. Furthermore by [34, Lemma 2.1 (2.2)], when τ is small
enough, then for every n, W 1

npτq Ă B pp, αλC1 DiampW 1
nqq.

It follows that fnj ˝ σkpnjq is a sequence of symmetries of J defined on Bpp, rq which
satisfies:

fnj ˝ σkpnjqpBpp, rqq Ă fnj pW 1
nq Ă Bpfnppq, r{2q, and

Diam
´

fnj ˝ σkpnjqpBpp, rqq
¯

ě Diam
`

fnj pWnj pτqq
˘

ě τr .

The first estimate implies that fnj ˝ σkpnjq forms a normal family on Bpp, rq and the
second that no cluster value of this sequence is constant. At this stage we conclude as
in the hyperbolic case: the sequence fnj ˝ σkpnjq must be finite, and we find integers nj1
and nj2 such that fnj1 ppq “ fnj2 ppq. �

As a consequence we infer that the assumption that σ maps a repelling point to a
preperiodic point is superfluous in Theorem A when f2 satisfies the TCE property.

Corollary 3.2. Let f1 and f2 be two rational maps and assume f2 is non-integrable
and satisfies the TCE property. Let σ : U Ñ P1 be any non-constant holomorphic map
satisfying σ´1pJ2q X U “ J1 X U if Jf1 is not smooth, and σ›µ2∝µ1 otherwise. Then σ
maps any repelling periodic point of f1 to a pre-repelling point of f2.

Proof. Note that J2 is smooth if and only if J1 is smooth. Fix a repelling periodic p1 of
f1 of period k outside the critical set of σ. Then σ ˝f´k1 ˝σ´1 defines a local holomorphic
contraction of J2 at σpp1q, which furthermore preserves µ2 up to a constant if J2 is
smooth, thus the previous proposition gives the result. �

Remark 3.3. The TCE property is detected by the maximal entropy measure: indeed it
is equivalent to the property that the measure of small balls satisfies an estimate of the
form µpBpx, rqq Á rθ for some θ ą 0 and for every x P J (see [36]). It is not difficult to
see that if such an estimate holds for every x P U , where U is any open set interesting
Jf , then it holds everywhere (possibly with a different θ). It follows that under the
assumptions of Theorem A, f1 is TCE if and only if f2 is TCE.

Remark 3.4. Pick any local symmetry σ of Jf . By precomposing with some inverse
branch of f , we may always assume that it satisfies σpUq Ť U , so it has an attracting
fixed point. The proof of Theorem 3.1 then gives the existence of integers n1 ă n2 and
k1 ă k2 such that fn1 ˝ σk1 “ fn2 ˝ σk2 , so σk2´k1 “ f´n2 ˝ fn1 , and we infer that an
iterate of σ is the restriction of an algebraic correspondence.

Unfortunately, the algebraicity of σ itself does not seem to follow from this relation,
and the only route we know of to algebraicity goes through measure class preservation and
Theorem A. Still, this gives additional credit to the problem stated in the Introduction.
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4. The polynomial case

For polynomials the maximal entropy measure is determined by the Julia set: indeed
it coincides with the harmonic measure of Kf viewed from infinity. Thus in this case it
is natural to expect that the measure class preservation hypothesis in Theorem A should
follow from weaker property σ´1pJ2q X U “ J1 X U . However, since we are working
locally, some technicalities arise and we are only able to confirm this expectation under
a mild additional assumption.

Theorem 4.1. Let f1 and f2 be non-integrable polynomials such that:

(1) either J1 and J2 are disconnected;
(2) or J1 and J2 are connected and locally connected.

Let U Ă C be an open subset intersecting J1 and σ : U Ñ C be a non-constant holomor-
phic map such that σ´1pJ2q X U “ J1 X U . Then there exists Ω Ă U intersecting J1 on
which σ›µ2 — µ1.

Remark 4.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, J1 is connected (resp. locally con-
nected) iff J2 is connected (resp. locally connected), so we could state the assumption
only for one of J1 or J2.

Indeed suppose J1 is disconnected. Then point components of J1 accumulate the
whole Julia set (see §4.1 below), hence J2 X σpUq admits points components, and J2 is
disconnected.

When J1 is locally connected, then it is clear that J2X σpUq is also locally connected.
Since f2 is open and fn2 pσpUqq Ą J2 for large n, we conclude that J2 is also connected. �

We now have all the necessary ingredients for Theorem B.

Proof of Theorem B. Restricting U if necessary we may assume that σ is a biholomor-
phism, and without loss of generality we may assume that f2 is non-integrable and TCE.

When J2 is disconnected, then J1 is disconnected too by the preceding remark, and
Theorem 4.1 implies σ›µ2 — µ1 on some Ω Ă U . By Remark 3.3, f1 is TCE, and non-
integrable. Corollary 3.2 implies that σ maps any repelling periodic point of f1 to a
preperiodic point of f2. Thus the result follows from Theorem A.

When J2 is connected, then it is not locally smooth since f2 is not integrable, and it
is locally connected by the TCE property; see [27]. Applying the local biholomorphism
σ, we infer that J1 is not smooth, hence f1 is not integrable, and by Remark 4.2, J1 is
connected and locally connected. We conclude as in the previous case. �

The remainder of this section will be devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.1. It relies on
a localization principle for harmonic measure, which requires different arguments in the
disconnected and connected cases; the latter is the most delicate, a more precise outline
is given at the beginning of §4.2.

Let us first introduce a few standard potential theoretic tools (see [28] for a gentle
introduction to the probabilistic viewpoint on potential theory, [10] for a systematic
account, and [18] for the planar case). If Ω is a domain on the Riemann sphere with
non-polar complement, for z P Ω the harmonic measure ωpz, ¨,Ωq is the measure on BΩ
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defined by declaring that
ş

ϕpwqωpz, dw,Ωq is the value at z of the solution of the Dirichlet
problem with boundary values given by ϕ P CpBΩq. It is also the exit distribution of the
Brownian motion issued from z, that is, if we denote by Bz the Brownian motion issued
from z on P1, and τz “ inf tt ą 0, Bzptq P BΩu the hitting time of the boundary (which
is a.s. finite), then for a (say closed) subset E Ă BΩ, ωpz, E,Ωq “ P pBzpτzq P Eq. If Ω
is simply connected, let φ : D Ñ Ω be a uniformizing map such that φp0q “ z (which is
unique up to pre-composition with a rotation). Then φ extends radially outside a set of
rays of zero capacity, and still denoting by φ this extension we have

ωpz, E,Ωq “ ωp0, φ´1pEq,Dq “
1

2π

ˇ

ˇφ´1pEq
ˇ

ˇ ,

where |¨| denotes usual arclength. We will only use this fact when BΩ is locally connected,
in which case by the Caratheodory theorem φ extends to a continuous surjection DÑ Ω.

If f is a polynomial, the properties of the Green function Gf imply that the maximal
entropy measure µf coincides with the harmonic measure of the basin of infinity: µf “
ωp8, ¨,KA

f q (where the complement here is understood in P1pCq).

Remark 4.3. Theorem B has some overlap with [24, Theorem 1.4] (see also [25, Prop.
4.5]), which relies on completely different ideas (even if Levin’s finiteness theorem also
plays a key role there). In his paper, Luo assumes that f1 and f2 are polynomials of the
same degree with connected and locally connected Julia sets, and all these assumptions
are essential. In this setting, his result is stronger than ours since no no additional
hyperbolicity assumption is required to guarantee that a periodic point is mapped to
a preperiodic point. Note that by applying his methods, we can obtain the following
generalization of [24, Theorem 1.1]: if Md denotes the degree d Multibrot set, then for
d ‰ d1, an open subset of BMd cannot be biholomorphic to an open subset of BMd1.

4.1. Proof of Theorem 4.1 in the disconnected case. The localization principle
that we use in the disconnected case is the following:

Lemma 4.4. Let f be a polynomial of degree ě 2. Let Ω be a connected and simply
connected open set with smooth boundary such that ΩXJf ‰ H and BΩXKf “ H. Then
for every z P ΩzKf , there exists a constant c ą 0 such that c´1µf ď ωpz, ¨,ΩzKf q ď cµf
on Jf X Ω.

This is most likely well-known, however we give a (probabilistic) proof because we
have not been able to locate it in the literature.

Proof. Since Kf is full, ΩzKf is connected. By the Harnack inequality, if L Ă ΩzKf

then for any pz, z1q P L2, there exists c “ cpLq such that

c´1ωpz, ¨,ΩzKf q ď ωpz1, ¨,ΩzKf q ď c ωpz, ¨,ΩzKf q.

In particular if the conclusion of the lemma is true for some z P ΩzKf , then it is true for
every z P ΩzKf . Reduce Ω a little bit to get a smoothly bounded Ω1 Ť Ω with the same
properties as Ω and such that ΩXKf “ Ω1XKf . Pick z P Ω1. Let µ̃ “ ωpz, ¨,P1zKf q. By
the Harnack inequality again, µ̃ is equivalent to µf with uniform bounds, so it is enough
to compare µ̃ and ωpz, ¨,ΩzKf q.
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Denote by νz the restriction of ωpz, ¨,ΩzKf q to Jf XΩ. The difference between µ̃|ΩXJf
and νz is accounted for by the contributions of Brownian paths leaving Ω before reaching
ΩXJf . If a Brownian path from z eventually hits ΩXJf without staying in Ω, then it must
cross BΩ1. Let Bz be the Brownian motion from z in KA

f killed when hitting Jf , and τ be
the hitting time of ΩXJf . Then τ ă 8 if Bzptq exits KA

f in ΩXJf , and the distribution
of Bzpτq conditioned to τ ă 8 is the harmonic measure µ̃|JfXΩ. Introduce the following
sequence of stopping times: T 10 “ 0, and by induction Ti`1 “ inf tt ą T 1i , Bzptq P BΩu and
T 1i`1 “ inf tt ą Ti`1, Bzptq P BΩ

1u, so that T1 is the first hitting time of BΩ, T 11 the first
hitting time of BΩ1 after T1, etc. The event τ ă T1 holds if Bz does not reach BΩ before
hitting Jf so the distribution of Bzpτq conditioned to tτ ă T1u is νz. Now conditioned to
the event that tT 1i ă τ ă Ti`1u, the distribution of BzpT 1i q is a certain probability measure
pi on BΩ1. Hence by the strong Markov property of Brownian motion [28, §2.2] the
conditional distribution of Bzpτq is νpiq :“

ş

νw dpipwq, which satisfies c´1νz ď νpiq ď cνz
for a constant c depending only on BΩ1 and z. Finally, decomposing the event tτ ă 8u
as a disjoint union tτ ă 8u “

Ť

iě0 tT
1
i ă τ ă Ti`1u, we express µ̃|JfXΩ (normalized

by Ppτ ă 8q) as an infinite convex combination of νz and of the νpiq, and the lemma
follows. �

Conclusion of the proof of the theorem. Assume that the assumptions of Theorem 4.1
hold, with J1 disconnected.

Since point components are dense in J1 (see DeMarco-McMullen [8] or Emerson [13]),
J1 admits arbitrary small relatively compact components in U .

Therefore we can fix a smoothly bounded simply connected open set Ω intersecting J1,
relatively compact in U and such that BΩXJ1 “ H. By choosing Ω small enough we can
further assume that σ is a biholomorphism in a neighborhood of Ω. Its image σpΩq under
σ satisfies the same properties relatively to J2 and σpUq. By the holomorphic invariance
of harmonic measure, for z P ΩzK1 we have that σ›pωpz, ¨,Ωqq “ ωpσpzq, ¨, σpΩqq, so the
property σ›µ2 — µ1 follows from Lemma 4.4 applied to ΩX J1 and σpΩX J2q. �

4.2. Proof of Theorem 4.1 in the connected case. To establish Theorem 4.1 for
connected Jf we face several difficulties. The first one is that we need to take care of
possible boundary effects in Lemma 4.4: indeed the argument of Lemma 4.4 breaks down
since we cannot assume that ΩXJf “ H. For this, we uniformize KA

f and use some facts
from Caratheodory theory (see §4.2.1 as well as the notion of endpoint in §4.2.2). The
other new difficulty is that given a small open set Ω intersecting Jf and x P ΩzJf , we
need to detect whether x belongs to Kf or not, by using only the data given by Jf XΩ.
If Jf is not a Jordan curve this can be done by looking at the local topological properties
of Jf (the endpoints are also used here). In the Jordan curve case we cannot distinguish
the inside from the outside of Jf from topology, nor even from complex analysis when
the Julia set is a quasicircle, so a completely different argument needs to be found, which
is postponed to the next section (see Proposition 5.1). Note that this study is necessary
because the harmonic measures viewed from the two sides of a non-smooth Jordan curve
are typically mutually singular (see [18, Theorem VI.6.3]).
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4.2.1. From local to global harmonic measure. We denote by argp¨q the argument function
CzR´, with values in p´π, πq.

Lemma 4.5. For 0 ă θ ă π and 0 ă δ ă 1, let Sθ,δ Ă D be the sector defined by

Sθ,δ “ tz, |argpzq| ă θ, 1´ δ ă |z| ă 1u .

There exists a constant c “ cpθ, δq such that for ζ0 “ 1 ´ δ{2, if E is any measurable
subset of BDX tz, |argpzq| ď θ{2u,

(8) ωpζ0, E, Sθ,δq ď ωpζ0, E,Dq ď cωpζ0, E, Sθ,δq.

Proof. The first inequality in (8) follows automatically from the fact that Sθ,δ Ă D. To
prove the second one, let φ : D Ñ Sθ,δ be the uniformisation such that φp0q “ z0 and
φ1p0q P R`, which depends only on pθ, δq and extends as a homeomorphism from BD
to BSθ,δ. Then ωpz0, E, Sθ,δq “

1
2π

ˇ

ˇφ´1pEq
ˇ

ˇ. On the other hand φ´1
`

Sθ,δ X BD
˘

is a
closed circular arc I0, and for every sub-arc I Ť I0, φ extends by Schwarz reflection to
a biholomorphism in a neighborhood of I. Fix I “ φ´1 ptz P BD, |argpzq| ď θ{2uq. Then
φ : I Ñ φpIq distorts lengths by a uniformly bounded amount, so

ˇ

ˇφ´1pEq
ˇ

ˇ — |E|, where
the implied constant depends only on θ and δ. By the Harnack inequalities, we get that
|E| “ 2πωp0, E,Dq — ωpζ0, E,Dq, and this concludes the proof. �

Let K be a full connected and locally connected compact set of C, containing at least
two points. Denote by φK : DÑ KA the uniformisation map fixing 8 and tangent to the
identity at 8. Recall that by the Caratheodory theorem, φK extends continuously to a
map φK : D Ñ KA Y BK. A crosscut of K is an open Jordan arc C in CzK such that
C “ C Y ta, bu with a, b P BK. Note that we allow a “ b. It follows that the open set
KAzC admits two connected components, see [32, Proposition 2.12].

Lemma 4.6. Let K be any connected and locally connected full compact subset of the
complex plane. Let C be any crosscut of K, and denote by W the bounded connected
component of KAzC. Suppose that W X BK is not reduced to a singleton (that is, it is
not reduced to C X BK).

Then for any point z P W , and for any x P BK XW zC, there exist a neighborhood Ω
of x and a constant c ą 0 such that

c´1ωp8, ¨,KAq|Ω ď ωpz, ¨,W q|Ω ď cωp8, ¨,KAq|Ω.

Proof. Lift C to Ĉ :“ φ´1
K pCq Ă D. This is an arc in D whose closure in D intersects BD

in two points eiθ0 and eiθ1 . Let Ŵ be the connected component of ĈzD which is mapped
to W , and denote by I :“ rθ0, θ1s the arc S1 X BŴ . Observe that φKpIq “W X BK. By
assumption, I contains φ´1

K pxq, so I is non trivial and in particular, θ0 ‰ θ1.
Rotate the situation so that 1 P I and φKp1q “ x. Fix a sector S “ Sθ,δ such

that S Ă Ŵ , and φ´1
K pxq Ă p´θ, θq. Pick any ζ P S and any open arc A satisfying

φ´1
K pxq Ă A Ă A Ă p´θ, θq. Choose Ω “ Dpx, rq with r ą 0 small enough so that the

closure of φ´1
K pΩq is included in A.

Lemma 4.5 now asserts that ωpζ, ¨, Sq|A — ωpζ, ¨,Dq|A. Pushing forward by φK and
using the conformal invariance of harmonic measure (see, e.g., [28, Theorem 7.22]), we
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get that ωpz, ¨, φKpSqq|Ω — ωpz, ¨,KAq|Ω, where z “ φKpζq. Thus we infer that

ωpz, ¨,W q|Ω ď ωpz, ¨,KAq|Ω ď cωpz, ¨, φKpSqq|Ω ď cωpz, ¨,W q|Ω,
where the first and last inequality follow directly from the inclusions W Ă KA and
φKpSq Ă W respectively. Finally by the Harnack inequality, ωpz, ¨,KAq — ωp8, ¨,KAq,
and the proof is complete. �

4.2.2. Endpoints. Assume that Jf is connected and locally connected, and write φf “
φKf

. We say that x “ φf pe
iθq is an endpoint of Jf if there exists a sequence of intervals

pθ1
n, θ

2
nq in the circle S1, decreasing to tθu and such that for every n, φpθ1

nq “ φpθ2
nq. The

following lemma is essentially contained in [42].

Lemma 4.7. Let f is a polynomial with connected and locally connected Jf and such
that Jf is neither a Jordan curve nor an interval. Then endpoints are dense in Jf .

Remark 4.8. If x P Jf is an endpoint, then for any δ ą 0, for large enough n the image
C under φf of the chord joining θn to θ1n is a crosscut of KA

f contained in Dpx, δq.

Proof. Recall that the identification of external angles in Kf can be encoded in the so-
called Thurston lamination Lf , which is the lamination by hyperbolic geodesics in BD
such that a leaf joins θ and θ1 in S1 whenever φf peiθq “ φf pe

iθ1q (see [39, Appendix] for
details). When Jf is not a Jordan curve, this lamination is non trivial, so by backward
invariance the set of endpoints of leaves of Lf is dense in S1. A gap of this lamination
is the closure of a connected component of DzSupppLf q. A gap P is the closure of the
(hyperbolic) convex hull of its intersection with BD, and if we write BP “ P X BD, then
BDzBP has at least three connected components. Since f is not integrable, it follows
from [39, Proposition II.6.1] (see also the discussion in [24, §4]) that the union of gaps is
dense in D.

Pick any gap P . Since the leaves of the lamination do not cross, for each connected
component I of BDzBP we can find a gap PI contained in the convex hull of I, and
IzBPI admits at least 4 components, so two them, say I1 and I2 satisfy |Ij | ď |I| {2.
Proceeding inductively, we construct a sequence of disjoint intervals Iε1¨¨¨εn , εi P t1, 2u
such that |Iε1¨¨¨εn | ď 2´n. Note that if θ is the decreasing intersection of such a sequence
of intervals, then φf peiθq is an endpoint. Furthermore by construction these endpoints
are separated by crosscuts so they are disjoint.

This argument thus produces a Cantor set, hence an uncountable set, of endpoints. In
particular there exists an endpoint x which does not lie in the post-critical set of f , so
every preimage of x is an endpoint, and we conclude that endpoints are dense in Jf . �

4.2.3. Conclusion of the proof of Theorem 4.1 when Jf is not a Jordan curve. Let σ be as
in the statement of the theorem and reduce U if necessary so that σ is a biholomorphism
in a neighborhood of U . Since by assumption f1 and f2 are not integrable, their Julia
set cannot be an interval.

Suppose J1 is not a Jordan curve. Then by Lemma 4.7 (see also Remark 4.8) there
exists a P J1XU and a crosscut C of KA

1 with CXK1 “ tau (so that C is a Jordan curve),
and C Ă U . Let W be the bounded component of KA

1zC and pick z PW . Then σpCq is
a crosscut of J2 with σpCqXJ2 “ tσpaqu. Now by the maximum principle σpCq must be
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contained in KA
2 otherwise its interior would be disjoint from J2, which is contradictory.

By applying Lemma 4.6 to z inW and σpzq in σpW q, and using the conformal invariance
of harmonic measure, we conclude that µ1 — σ›µ2 on some open set Ω intersecting J1,
as was to be shown. �

4.2.4. The case of Jordan curves. Assume now that J1 is a Jordan curve. Then J1 has
no endpoints in U , so that J2 has no endpoints either in σpUq. It follows from Lemma 4.7
that J2 is a Jordan curve as well.

Take a crosscut C of J1 in U such that CXJ1 consists now of two distinct points, and
denote by W the bounded connected component of KA

1zC. When σpW q Ă KA
2, then the

arguments of §4.2.3 applies ad litteram. Proposition 5.1 below proves that the possibility
that σpW q Ă K2 does not occur. This finishes the proof. �

5. Preserving the sides of a Jordan curve Julia set

Proposition 5.1. Let f1 and f2 be non-integrable polynomials such that J1 is a Jordan
curve. Let U be a connected open subset intersecting J1 and σ be a biholomorphism
defined on U such that σpU X J1q “ σpUq X J2. Then J2 is a Jordan curve and σ maps
K1 X U to K2 X σpUq.

Proof. We already saw in §4.2.4 that under the assumptions of the proposition, J2 is a
Jordan curve, too. We argue by contradiction and assume that σ flips the interior of J1

to the exterior of J2.
Step 1: reduction to the hyperbolic case.

There is no critical point of f1 on J1, otherwise by pulling back a neighborhood of the
corresponding critical value, J1 would have several branches at the critical point, and
would not be a Jordan curve. The same applies to J2. Thus the unique bounded Fatou
component of f1 (resp. f2) must be the basin of an attracting or parabolic fixed point.

If f1 has an attracting point, then it attracts all critical points, and we conclude that
f1 is hyperbolic. In particular J1 is a quasi-circle, and so is J2. In particular J2 has no
cusps, so f2 has no parabolic points, and we infer that f2 is hyperbolic as well.

If f1 has a parabolic fixed point, then J1 admits a dense set of cusps, hence J2 cannot
be a quasi-circle. It follows that f2 is not hyperbolic, hence J2 admits a dense set of
cusps as well. Since all critical points of f1 belong to IntpK1q, [1, Theorem 3] implies
that all cusps are preimages of the cusp at the parabolic fixed point p. From this and
the fact that all critical points are attracted to p, all cusps of J1 point inwards, that is,
towards the interior of K1. The same must be true of J2. However, our assumption on σ
implies that the cusps of J2 should point outwards, which is a contradiction. Therefore
f1 and f2 are hyperbolic.

Step 2: using the uniform Levin theorem.
A straightforward compactness argument yields the following uniformity statement in

Levin’s Theorem:

Corollary 5.2 (of Theorem 2.1). Let f be a rational map with a non-smooth Julia set.
Fix r ą 0 and r1 ă r2. Then there exists M “ Mpf, r, r1, r2q such that for every x P Jf
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there are at most M local symmetries σ of Jf defined in Bpx, 2rq and such that

(9) r1 ď DiampσpBpx, rqqq ď r2.

For local biholomorphisms between Julia sets, this yields:

Lemma 5.3. Let f1 and f2 be rational maps with non-smooth Julia sets. Then, given
r ą 0 and 0 ă c1 ă c2 ă 1, there exists M 1 “ M 1pf1, f2, r, c1, c2q such that for every
x P J1 there are at most M 1 local biholomorphisms σ defined in Bpx, 2rq, mapping J1 to
J2, and such that

(10) c1 ď DiampσpBpx, rqqq ď c2.

Proof. By the Koebe Distortion Theorem, there exist r1 and r2 depending only on r, c1

and c2 such that for any σ as in the statement of the lemma

Bpσpxq, 2r1q Ă σpBpx, rqq Ă Bpσpxq, r2q.

Likewise, there exists r3 “ r3pr, c1, c2q such that σ´1pBpσpxq, r1qq Ą Bpx, r3q and finally
there exists r4 “ r4pr, c1, c2q such that σpBpx, r3qq Ą Bpσpxq, r4q. Now fix such a local
biholomorphism σ0 and let y “ σpxq P J2. For any other such σ, we infer that τ “ σ˝σ´1

0
is a symmetry of J2, defined in Bpy, 2r1q, and satisfying

Bpτpyq, r4q Ă τpBpy, r1qq Ă Bpτpyq, r2q,

and from Corollary 5.2 we conclude that there are only M 1 “ M 1pf2, r1, r4, 2r2q such
maps τ , and we are done. �

The next result plays a key role in our argument.

Lemma 5.4. Let f1 and f2 be non-integrable hyperbolic polynomials such that J1 and
J2 are Jordan curves. Let U be a connected open subset intersecting J1 and σ be a
biholomorphism defined on U such that σpU X J1q “ σpUq X J2.

There exists a constant B depending only on f1, f2 and σ such that the following holds.
For any periodic point p1 P J1 of period k1, there exists a local biholomorphism σ̃ defined
in a neighborhood of p1 such that σ̃pp1q “ p2 is periodic under f2 and σ̃ ˝ fk1b1 “ f b

1

2 ˝ σ̃
for some b ď B and some integer b1.

Proof. Since f1 and f2 are hyperbolic, we may suppose that |f 11| ą 1 on J1, and |f 12| ą 1
on J2. We may also find r “ rpf1q ą 0 such that for any point p P J1 and any q P f´n1 ppq
there exists a univalent branch f1,´n of fn1 defined in Bpp, 2rq and mapping p to q (we
fix ρ ą 0 such that the analogous property holds for f2).

For p1 as in the statement, choose any integer N P N˚ and a univalent inverse branch
f1,´N of fN1 defined on Bpp1, 2rq with values in U . For notational ease we denote by
f´k1n1 the branch of pfk1n1 q´1 fixing p1.

Write κ “ |pfk1q1pp1q| ą 1 and for each n consider the map Fn :“ σ ˝ f1,´N ˝ f
´k1n
1 .

This map is defined on Bpp1, 2rq, and by the Koebe Distortion Theorem, it satisfies

BpFnpp1q, c
1
1κ
nq Ă FnpBpp1, rqq Ă BpFnpp1q, c

1
2κ
nq

for some uniform constants c11 ă c12 depending only on f1 and σ.
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For any n, letm “ mn be the largest integer such that the diameter of fm2 pFnpBpp1, rqq
is bounded by ρ. Note that n ÞÑ mn is non-decreasing. Write qm “ fm2 pFnpp1qq. Let
f2,´m be the univalent branch defined on Bpqm, 2ρq and mapping qm to Fnpp1q. Set
L “ supJ2 |f

1
2|. By Koebe distortion, we get

f2,´m

´

B
´

qm,
ρ

L

¯¯

Ą B

ˆ

Fnpp1q,
ρ

4L|pfm2 q
1pFnpp1qq|

˙

.

Now observe that by maximality of m, fm2 pFnpBpp1, rqqq is not included in Bpqm, ρ{Lq so
that ρ

4L|pfm2 q
1pFnpp1qq|

ď c12κ
n. Thus by applying Koebe to fm2 on the disk BpFnpp1q, c

1
1κ
nq,

we conclude that τn :“ fm2 ˝Fn is a sequence of univalent maps defined on Bpp1, 2rq such
that

c11
16Lc12

ρ ď DiampτnpBpp1, rqqq ď ρ,

and σnpJ1 XBpp1, 2rqq Ă J2.
Lemma 5.3 yields an integer B depending only of f1, f2 and σ, and a pair of integers

0 ă n ă n1 ď B such that τn “ τn1 . Expanding this equality gives

fmn
2 ˝ σ ˝ f1,´N ˝ f

´k1n
1 “ f

mn1

2 ˝ σ ˝ f1,´N ˝ f
´k1n1

1 ,

that is,

σ̃ “ f
mn1´mn

2 ˝ σ̃ ˝ f
´k1pn1´nq
1 , where σ̃ “ fmn

2 ˝ σ ˝ f1,´N ˝ f
´k1n
1 ,

and the result follows. �

Remark 5.5. By pushing the argument further it is possible to prove that b1 ď k1B
1 for

some uniform B1.

Step 3: multipliers and smooth rigidity for expanding maps on the circle.
In this paragraph we prove some rigidity results for Blaschke products based on peri-

odic points multipliers. If p is a periodic point of period n, its Lyapunov exponent is by
definition 1

n log |pfnq1ppq|. The following lemma is presumably well-known. We provide
a proof for the convenience of the reader.

Lemma 5.6. Let g be a uniformly hyperbolic Blaschke product of degree d such that
Jg “ BD. Assume that the Lyapunov exponents of periodic points of g take only one
value log e. Then e “ d and g is conjugate to z ÞÑ zd by a Möbius transformation.

Proof. Since g is uniformly expanding, any ergodic invariant measure has a positive
Lyapunov exponent. By approximating it by periodic orbits we infer that this Lyapunov
exponent is equal to log e. Applying the dimension formula (see e.g. [35, Theorem 11.4.1])
to the unique measure of maximal entropy µg, we get that

1 ě HDpµgq “
hµgpgq

χµgpgq
“

log d

log e
, hence log e ě log d.

Likewise, applying it to the unique smooth invariant measure ν, we get

1 “ HDpνq “
hνpgq

χνpgq
ď

log d

log e
, hence log e ď log d.
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From this we conclude that e “ d and that ν is the measure of maximal entropy. Then, if
we let h be the conjugacy between g andMd, h˝g “Md˝h, by uniqueness of the maximal
entropy measure, we infer that h›ν “ LebBD, so h is smooth. Finally, by [38, Theorem 4],
g|BD is conjugate to zd by a Möbius transformation, and the proof is complete. �

Lemma 5.7. For any uniformly expanding C1-map of the circle, the closure of the set
of Lyapunov exponents of periodic orbits is an interval.

From the two previous lemmas we immediately get:

Corollary 5.8. Suppose g is a uniformly hyperbolic Blaschke product of degree d whose
set of Lyapunov exponents of periodic orbits is discrete. Then g is Möbius conjugate to
z ÞÑ zd.

Proof of Lemma 5.7. It is enough to show that if there are two periodic orbits x1 of
period n1, and x2 of period n2, of respective Lyapunov exponents χ1 and χ2, then there
is a periodic orbit whose Lyapunov exponent is approximately 1

2pχ1 ` χ2q. This follows
from the periodic specification property, which holds for any expanding map of the circle.

Choose η ą 0, and pick ε ą 0 so small that

χ1 ´ η ď
1

n1
log

ˇ

ˇpfn1q1pxq
ˇ

ˇ ď χ1 ` η

(resp. χ2 ´ η ď
1
n2

log |pfn2q1pxq| ď χ2 ` η) for any x P BD such that dpx, x1q ď ε (resp.
dpx, x2q ď ε).

By the periodic specification property, there exists an integer M ě 1 such that
for any q, q1 ě 1 there is a periodic orbit x, fpxq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , f qn1`q1n2`2M pxq “ x such that
dpfkpxq, fkpx1qq ď ε for all 0 ď k ď qn1 ´ 1, and dpfk`qn1`M pxq, fkpx2qq ď ε for all
0 ď k ď q1n2 ´ 1.

The Lyapunov exponent of x then satisfies:

χ ď
1

qn1 ` q1n2 ` 2M

`

n1qpχ1 ` ηq ` n2q
1pχ2 ` ηq ` p2Mq logpsup |f 1|q

˘

χ ě
1

qn1 ` q1n2 ` 2M

`

n1qpχ1 ´ ηq ` n2q
1pχ2 ´ ηq ` p2Mq logpinf |f 1|q

˘

So if we choose q and q1 very large compared toM and satisfying qn1 “ q1n2, we conclude
that χ is very close to 1

2pχ1 ` χ2q, as announced. �

Step 4: uniformization and conclusion.
We return to the original situation. Let f1 and f2 be non-integrable hyperbolic poly-

nomials such that J1 and J2 are Jordan curves. Let U be a connected open subset inter-
secting J1 and σ be a biholomorphism defined on U such that σpU X J1q “ σpUq X J2

and σpK1 X Uq Ă KA
2.

Let φ1 : D Ñ IntpK1q be a uniformization with φ1p0q the attracting fixed point of
f1, and φ2 : D Ñ P1zK2 be a uniformization with φ2p0q “ 8. Since J1 and J2 are
Jordan curves, both φ1 and φ2 extend to respective homeomorphisms BD Ñ J1 and
BD Ñ J2. Actually, since J1 and J2 are quasi-circles, these homeomorphisms are bi-
Hölder (indeed they are quasi-symmetric, see [32, Chapter 5]). Let g1 “ φ´1

1 ˝ f1 ˝ φ1
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(resp. g2 “ φ´1
2 ˝ f2 ˝ φ2). Up to conjugating by a rotation, g2pzq “ Md2pzq :“ zd2 .

Observe that g1pzq extends to a Blaschke product of degree d1. Indeed g1 extends by
Schwarz reflexion to a rational map which satisfies g1pDq “ D and g1pDAq Ă DA, hence
D is totally invariant so g1 is a Blaschke product of the same degree as f1, which is
uniformly hyperbolic on BD because no critical orbit of g1 approaches BD.

We claim that the set of Lyapunov exponents of periodic orbits of g1 is discrete.
Taking this claim for granted, by Corollary 5.8, we obtain that g1 is Möbius conjugate
to Md1 thus f1 admits a totally invariant fixed point in K1, so it is integrable, which is
a contradiction.

To justify our claim, we proceed as follows. Pick any periodic point q1 P BD for g1

of period k1. Then p1 :“ φ´1
1 pq1q is f1-periodic of the same period, and Lemma 5.4

implies the existence of a local biholomorphism σ̃ sending p1 to a periodic point p2 for
f2 such that σ̃ ˝ fk1b1 “ f b

1

2 ˝ σ̃ for some b ď B “ Bpf1, f2, σq and some b1 ě 1. By the
Schwarz reflection principle, the map τ :“ φ´1

2 ˝ σ̃ ˝ φ1 is defined in a neighborhood of
q1 and satisfies τ ˝ gk1b1 “ gb

1

1 ˝ τ “M b1

d2
˝ τ . Computing derivatives, this implies that the

Lyapunov exponent of g1 at q1 belongs to
Ť

1ďbďB
N
b log d2 which is a discrete set.

The proof is complete. �
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